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Abstract— Online Social Networks (OSNs) are used increasingly for political purposes. Among others, politicians externalize their views on issues, and users respond to them, initiating
political discussions. Part of the discussions are shaped by
hyperactive users. These are users that are over-proportionally
active in relation to the mean. In this paper, we define the
hyperactive user on the social media platform Facebook, both
theoretically and mathematically. We apply a geometric topic
modelling algorithm (GTM) on German political parties’ posts
and user comments to identify the topics discussed. We prove
that hyperactive users have a significant role in the political
discourse: They become opinion leaders, as well as set the
content of discussions, thus creating an alternate picture of the
public opinion. Given that, we discuss the dangers of replicating
the specific bias by statistical and deep learning algorithms,
which are used widely for recommendation systems and the
profiling of OSN users.

I. INTRODUCTION
Today, internet prevails as a prominent communication
and information medium for citizens. Instead of watching
TV or reading newspapers, increasing numbers of people
get politically informed through online websites, blogs, and
social media services. The latest statistics demonstrate that
internet as a news source has become as important as
television, with its share increasing year by year [1]. Given
this shift in the means of news broadcasting, politicians have
altered their tactics of communication to the society. OSNs,
such as Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, have become a
cornerstone of their public profiles as they use OSNs to
transmit their activities and opinions on important social
issues [2], [3], [4].
The growth of online communities on social media platforms have created a public amenable to political campaigning. Political parties and actors have adapted to the new
digital environment [5], and besides the application of new
campaigning methods as microtargeting [6], have created
microblogs through which they can inform citizens of their
views and activities. In addition, OSNs have enabled to users
to respond to or comment on the politicians’ messages,
giving birth to a new type of political interaction and
transforming the very nature of political communication.
On OSNs, the flow of information from politicians to
citizens and back follows a different broadcasting model
than the classical one [7]. Instead of journalists monitoring

the political activity, political actors themselves produce
messages and make them publicly available on the platforms.
Each platform provides its users with access to the generated
content, as well as distributes it to them through recommendation algorithms [8], [9]. The received information is then
evaluated both directly or indirectly [10], [11]: The political
message is interpreted immediately, or subsequently through
further social interactions among citizens on the related topics. On OSNs, not only can users respond to politicians in the
traditional manner -i.e. through their political activity in the
society-, but also respond to or comment on the politicians’
views online. This creates a new type of interactivity, as
users, who actively engage in online discussions sharing
their views, are able to influence the way the initial political
information will be assimilated by passive users as well as
directly influencing political actors.
This new form of political interactivity transforms political
communication. Given the possibility of users to directly
respond to the political content set by political actors, and
discuss online about political issues with other citizens,
OSNs emerge as a fruitful space for agonistic pluralism. They
provide the necessary channels for different interests and
opinions to be expressed, heard and counterposed; elements
that constitute the very essence of political communication.
If the discussions held are legitimized within a democratic
framework, they form the basis for reaching a conflictual
consensus [12], based on which societal decisions can be
made. Hence, political communication on OSNs opens new
possibilities for citizens to participate in the political shaping
of the society, providing them with additional space to
address their interests.
Problem statement
Although the above type of political communication has
the potential to improve the function of democracy, OSNs
possess a structural property that obstructs the unbiased
constructive interaction between political actors and citizens:
The activities of users on OSNs follow an extreme value
distribution [13], [14], [15], [16]. Practically, this means that
users are not equally active when using a specific OSN.
Among others, the majority of users remain passive, or
participate with a very low frequency; they either simply read

the content or like, comment, tweet, etc. very rarely. On the
contrary, a very small part of the users is hyperactive, as they
over-proportionally interact with the platform they use. Thus,
in political communication on OSNs, hyperactive users are
citizens who over-proportionally externalize their political
attitudes compared to the mean. This could be done by
liking, commenting, tweeting or using any other interaction
possibility provided by a platform to declare an attitude to a
political issue.
The given activity asymmetry becomes a major issue,
considering that a considerable part of the society is politically informed via OSNs. As hyperactive users externalize
their political attitudes more than the others, they have
the potential to distort political communication; political
issues that are important to them become overrepresented on
OSNs, while the views of normally active users become less
visible. Hence, hyperactive users may influence the political
discussions towards their ends, creating a deformed picture
of the actual public opinion on OSNs. This fact violates the
assumption of an equitable public political discourse as part
of political communication [17], because the interests and
views of normally active users appear as less important.
The above distortion of political communication is intensified by the business models of the OSN platforms.
OSNs were not created to be arenas of political exchange.
Their aim is to maximize the number of platform users,
by keeping them satisfied [18], and to transform this social
engagement to profits, i.a. through advertisement. Hence,
on OSNs, users are both consumers and citizens [19]. In
order to maximize their profits, OSN platforms adjust their
recommendation algorithms to the content popularity, with
a view to promoting information that most users will like.
As hyperactive users influence asymmetrically the popularity
of political content, these algorithms might replicate this
asymmetry. Thus, a platform might recommend content,
which is actually consistent with the political interests of
hyperactive users. This phenomenon per se denotes a form
of algorithmic manipulation of the political communication:
The platform unintentionally magnifies hyperactive users’
interests, thus posing the risk of political invisibility for the
ones of normal users [20].
Last but not least, the aforementioned misrepresentation of
public opinion has a direct impact on political campaigning.
Contemporary political actors develop their influence strategies based on the perceived voter model [21], which presupposes the gathering of demographic and political data for
the development of statistical models about the electorate’s
attitudes. As major part of these data is derived from social
media, models that fail to take the effect of hyperactive users
into account would face an important bias.
Considering the above, we want to answer following
questions regarding the activity of hyperactive users:
RQ1: How can we define hyperactive users mathematically?
RQ2: How can we compare and evaluate the political
attitudes of hyperactive users in relation to the
mean?

Original Contribution
We mathematically define hyperactive users on OSN Facebook, and identify them on the public pages of the major
German political parties. By applying a state-of-the-art topic
modelling algorithm, we investigate whether they spread or
like different messages on political issues other than normal
users and politicians do. We prove that hyperactive users
not only are responsible for a major part of online political
discussions, but they also externalize different attitudes than
the average user, changing the discourse taking place. We
quantify their effect on content formation by measuring their
popularity and showing that they adopt an opinion leader status. Finally, given the potential influence of hyperactive users
on recommendation algorithms, we initiate an important
discussion on OSNs as spaces of political communication.
II. DATA & M ETHOD
A. Data Description
To investigate the effect of hyperactive users, we chose
to analyse the public Facebook pages of the main German
political parties. Our sample included CDU, CSU, SPD,
FDP, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen, Die Linke, and AfD. CDU
is the main conservative party of Germany, while CSU is
the conservative party active in Bavaria. SPD represents
the main German social-democratic party, and Die Linke
the radical left. AfD has a nationalist, anti-immigrant, and
neo-liberal agenda, while FDP is a conservative, neo-liberal
party. Finally, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen is the German green
party. We focused on Facebook, because the platform’s
api restrictions and its monitoring system largely prevent
automated activities, as e.g. performed by social bots on other
platforms [22], [23]. Therefore we could evaluate the natural
behaviour of hyperactive users and not an algorithmically
generated one.
We took into consideration all party posts and their reactions in the year 2016. This choice was made, because
we wanted to investigate a full year of user activities. We
preferred 2016 over 2017, because 2017 was an election year,
with most content produced by the parties being campaign
related. By contrast, 2016 was marked by the Refugee
Crisis in Europe, and we were interested in evaluating the
discussions on the topic. In total, by accessing the Facebook
Graph API, we collected 3,261 Posts, 3,084,464 likes and
382,768 comments, made by 1,435,826 users. The sample
included all posts and comments on the posts generated for
the period under investigation.
B. Defining hyperactive users
We consider hyperactive users as people, whose behaviour
deviates from the standard on an OSN platform. To obtain
an understanding of the overall behaviour of the users, we
fitted discrete power-law and extreme value distributions
to mathematically describe the users’ like and comment
activities. Additionally, we ran bootstrapped and comparative
goodness-of-fit tests based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov [24]
and the Vuong [25] statistic to evaluate the potential fits,
as proposed by Clauset et al. [26]. The KS test examines

the null hypothesis that the empirical sample is drawn from
the reference distribution, while the Vuong test measures the
log-likelihood ratio of two distributions and, based on it,
investigates whether both empirical distributions are equally
far from a third unidentified theoretical one.
In order to mathematically describe the activities of hyperactive users, we selected to treat them as outliers of the
standard OSN population. We adopt the definitions made by
Barnett and Lewis [27], Johnson and Wichern [28] and BenGal [29], and see outliers not as errors, or coming from a
different generative process, but as data containing important
information, which is inconsistent with and deviating from
the remainder of the data-set. Therefore, given the extreme
skewed distribution of the activities, we followed the method
proposed by Hubert and Vam der Veeken [30] and Hubert
and Vandervieren [31] for outlier detection. We calculated
the quartiles of our data Q1 and Q3 , the interquartile range
IQR = Q3 − Q1 and the whiskers w1 and w2 , which extend
from the Q1 and Q3 respectively to the following limits:
[Q1 − 1.5e−4M C IQR, Q3 + 1.5e3M C IQR]

(1)

the word simplex. The totality of topics build hence a
convex polytope B = conv(β1 , ..., βK ). Each document
corresponds to aPpoint pm = (pm1 , ..., pmV ) inside Polytope
B, with pm = k βk θmk . θmk denotes the proportion that
topic k covers in document m. Finally each document is
drawn from a multinomial distribution of words: wm ∼
M ultinomial(pm , Nm ), where Nm the number of words
in document m.
The CoSAC algorithm iteratively scans the polytope B and
finds the furthest point from its center Cp. It then constructs a
conical region with angle ω, starting from Cp and embedding
the specific point (Figure 1). All points within the cone are
considered to belong in the same topic and are removed
from the polytope. The procedure is iterated K-1 times, until
almost no points remain in the polytope. A cone is considered
sufficient if it covers at least a proportion of documents
λ. After fitting the cones, CoSAC places a sphere with
radius R to the polytope, to cover the remaining points. The
K geometric objects and their respective points correspond
to the K topics created by the algorithm. In our model,
the hyperparameters were set to ω = 0.6, λ = 0.001 and
R = 0.05, as proposed by the authors.

where MC is the medcouple [32], a robust statistic of
the distribution skewness. Data beyond the whiskers were
marked as outliers.
C. Topic Modeling
After evaluating the likes and comments distributions,
as well as identifying the existing hyperactive users, we
prepared our data for the application of a topic modelling
algorithm. As it has been shown that a noun-only topic
modelling approach yields more coherent topic-bags [33],
we cleaned our posts and comments from the remaining partof-speech types. To do so, we applied the spaCy pretrained
convolutional neural network (CNN) classifier [34] based on
the Tiger [35] and WikiNER [36] corpuses, classified each
word in our document collection, and kept only the nouns.
We wanted to investigate the various topics that users
and parties discussed about but did not want to differentiate
on the way they talked about them. Parties usually use
a more formal language when posting on a topic than
users. Therefore, there was the risk that the topic modelling
algorithm would create different topics on the same issue,
one for the parties and one for the users. To avoid this, we
fitted our model on the user comments, and then classified
the parties’ posts through the trained model.
For our analysis, we applied a non-parametric Conic Scanand-Cover (CoSAC) algorithm for geometric topic modeling
[37]. Our decision was based on the fact that most topic
modelling algorithms (e.g. LDA [38], NMF [39]) need a
priori as input the number of topics to split the corpus.
CoSAC has the advantage of electing itself the number of
topics to find the most efficient topic estimates.
The algorithm presupposes that the optimal number of
topics K are embedded in a V-1 dimensional probability
simplex ∆V −1 , where V the number of words in the corpus.
Each topic βK corresponds to a set of probabilities in

Fig. 1. (a) The topic polytope embedded in the word simplex. (b) Cones
and sphere coverage of the polytope.

D. Comparison of activities
Given our topics, we wanted to evaluate the differences
in the activity of normal and hyperactive users. Therefore,
we calculated the empirical distributions f (comment|topic)
over all topics for the comments of normal and hyperactive
users respectively. We pairwise compared the distributions
for each topic, by applying a 2-Sample Anderson-Darling
Test [40]. The test calculates the probability that the populations from which two groups of data were drawn are
identical.
Besides testing the empirical comment-topic distributions,
we assigned to each comment the topic with the highest probability and compared the most commented topics for normal
and hyperactive users. Similarly, we assigned the classified
party posts to their most probable topic and aggregated the
likes of normal and hyperactive users. In this way, we were
in the position to locate the concrete political interests of
users.
III. R ESULTS
The results are split into three parts. First, we present our
findings on the general user distribution on the investigated

TABLE I
V UONG TEST RESULTS

Log-normal vs
Power-law
Poisson
Exponential

Likes
LL-ratio (p-value)
15.1 (<0.01)
34.9 (<0.01)
12.7 (<0.01)

Comments
LL-ratio (p-value)
34.9 (<0.01)
12.7 (<0.01)
26.6 (<0.01)

pages. Based on that, we analyze the number and distribution
of hyperactive users among the different pages. Then, we
compare the behaviour between hyperactive and normal users
by taking into consideration the topic modelling results
and further statistical tests. Given that, we evaluate the
importance and role of hyperactive users in the political
discourse on OSNs.
A. Describing user activity
As a first result, we identified the log-normal distribution
as the the best measure for describing the user activities
(Figure 2). The bootstrapped KS-Tests (100 samples, two
tailed) for both comments and likes failed to reject the null
that our data come from a log-normal distribution (gof <
0.01, p > 0.05 and gof < 0.01, p > 0.2 respectively),
while the comparative Vuong tests showed a better fit of
the log-normal in comparison to the power-law, poisson and
exponential distributions (Table I). Our results comply with
the existing literature, which states that usually complex
social network properties are log-normally distributed [15],
[41], [42]. Figure 2 shows the empirical frequencies of user
activities and their respective log-normal fits.

Fig. 2. (a) The topic polytope embedded in the word simplex. (b) Cones
and sphere coverage of the polytope.

B. Detecting hyperactive users
Through our outlier detection methodology, we detected
12,295 hyperactive users on the comment section of pages,
who correspond to 5.3% of the total users commenting on
the pages. Due to the extreme skewness of the comments’
distribution, a user was characterized as hyperactive if they
made three or more comments. This is justified by the fact
that actually 74% of the users under investigation made
only one comment. Although hyperactive users represented
5.3% of the total commenting population, they accounted for
25.8% of the total comments generated on the parties’ pages.
Furthermore, 56% of these hyperactive users commented on

two or more party pages, denoting that they generally interacted with users across the political spectrum. By evaluating
the popularity of the users’ comments, it was found that
hyperactive users tend to get more support than the rest.
Comments made by hyperactive users on average gained 3.52
likes, while normal users’ comments only 3.07, a difference
that was statistically significant (Mann-Whitney Test with
continuity correction, one tailed: W = 1.410 , p< 0.01). This
complies with previous research stating that highly active
users tend to have the characteristics of opinion leaders [43].
TABLE II
H YPERACTIVE U SERS PER PARTY - C OMMENTS
Party
AfD
CDU
CSU
FDP
Die Grünen
Die Linke
SPD

Comments
by Hyperactive Users
43,017
20,929
18,312
1,400
8,946
2,343
3,926

Ratio
0.24
0.45
0.22
0.15
0.36
0.16
0.13

Similarly, the evaluation of the pages’ likes resulted in
the characterization of 61,372 users as hyperactive, or 4.3%
of the total users that liked the parties’ posts. As before, the
methodology labelled users as hyperactive if they made three
or more likes, because the majority of the active Facebook
population rarely interacted with the related pages. The likes
of these hyperactive users accounted for 26.4% of total
likes, hence having a major effect on the overall content
liked. In addition, 29% of hyperactive users liked posts of
more than one party, denoting again that their activities were
spread over the entire parties’ network. The overview of the
hyperactive users’ commenting and like activities for each
party can be found in tables II and III. We also compared
the like and comment distributions, by calculating their gini
index. The measure provides a proxy for inequality, with
0 denoting perfect equality and 1 extreme inequality. In
our case, we calculated a value of 0.35 and 0.45 for the
comment and like distribution respectively. This denotes
that like activities are more unequally distributed than the
comment activities, i.e. hyperactive users play a bigger role
in the formation of likes. In addition, the values denote a
degree of inequality between normal and hyperactive users,
but not an extreme one. Nevertheless this is misleading,
because the measure does not take into consideration the
inactive users. Given that information, the gini index would
have been much higher in both cases.
C. Evaluating the political attitudes of hyperactive users
Based on the categorization of users as hyperactive or normal, we could then evaluate the results of the topic modelling
algorithm. The model clustered the users’ comments in 69
main topics. A major part of the topics concerned the refugee
crisis of 2016 and the related discussions about Islam. A
set of topics aggregated comments on German Chancellor
Merkel, on the leaders of other parties, on female and male
politicians and the German parties in general. There was one

TABLE III
H YPERACTIVE U SERS PER PARTY - L IKES
Party
AfD
CDU
CSU
FDP
Die Grünen
Die Linke
SPD

Likes
by Hyperactive Users
555,564
16,997
139,493
20,188
28,777
24,546
29,057

Ratio
0.35
0.2
0.2
0.16
0.19
0.14
0.12

topic summing up comments in English language, as well
as a topic containing hyperlinks. Furthermore, the algorithm
created policy related topics regarding foreign affairs, as well
as the economy and labour market and the state in general.
Other topics were related to the German national identity, society and solidarity, and the nature of democracy. Users also
discussed about family and gender policy, homeland security,
transportation and environmental policy. There were topics
that included wishes, fear, ironic and aggressive speech, as
well as topics aggregating user thoughts. Finally, a set of
topics was about political events and communications and
a number of topics included comments against mainstream
media and the political system. An overview can be found
in table IV. The geometric topic modelling algorithm was
able to provide a broad picture of the discussion topics on
the parties’ pages, revealing numerous insights about the way
Facebook users commented on the parties’ posts. By splitting
the comments into two categories, one for the ones generated
by hyperactive users and one for the comments of normal
users, and by assigning them to the topics to which they
were mostly related, we created a stacked chart illustrating
the share of hyperactive users’ comments for every topic
(Figure 3). It is evident that hyperactive users covered a
major part of the comments, and although more active, they
commented more or less similarly to the normal users among
the various topics. Despite that, the Anderson-Darling tests
rejected the null hypothesis that hyperactive and normal
users’ comments come from the same distribution for 54 out
of the 69 topics. Practically, this means that the topic density
distributions varied between the comments of normal and
hyperactive users. This is caused when the comments contain
different words in different proportions. Hence, hyperactive
and normal users used different vocabularies when referring
to a topic and, consequently, externalized overall different
views and sentiment, or focused on different issues in each
case.
Besides the fact that hyperactive users had a different
behaviour on the posts’ comments, our analysis showed that
they also had different liking preferences. After classifying
each party post to the most relevant topic, we counted
the likes of the posts that belong to each topic. We took
into consideration only topics that were based on either
political vocabulary or politicians, and ignored topics that
contained aggressive speech or sentiment, because the related
vocabulary was rarely used by the parties. Figure 4 illustrates

Fig. 3. Proportion of comments generated by normal and hyperactive users.
The dotted red line gives the actual proportion of hyperactive users. The
plot also illustrates the three most and least interesting topics for hyperactive
users.

a stacked chart depicting the share of hyperactive users’
likes. In contrast to the comments’ chart, it is obvious that
hyperactive users liked specific topics with different intensity
than normal users. Even though hyperactive users performed
on average 26.4% of the likes, they liked much more content
related to EU politics and labour policy, while had less
interest on the conservative party AfD, citizens’ rights and
the region of Bavaria. Therefore, it is clear that hyperactive
users influence the like distribution of the public to party
posts.

Fig. 4. Proportion of likes generated by normal and hyperactive users. The
dotted red line gives the actual proportion of hyperactive users. The plot
also illustrates the three most and least interesting topics for hyperactive
users.

It must be noted that our analysis gives an overview of
the content of posts. It cannot identify sentiment, or specific
predispositions of users. For a firm understanding of the
issues that were over- or under-represented by hyperactive
users an additional extensive analysis is needed, which is
beyond the scope of this paper. Our analysis demonstrated
that, both on commenting and liking, hyperactive users have
a different behaviour than the other users.
Taking the above into consideration, it was possible to
show that political communication on Facebook is strongly

constituted by the behaviour of hyperactive users. By describing the user like and comment activities on the platform,
we managed to characterize users as hyperactive or normal
through outlier detection. We proved that hyperactive users
account for a significant part of the total users’ activities,
they participate in discussions differently from the rest, and
they like different content. Moreover, they become opinion
leaders, as their comments become more popular than these
of the normal users. Taking Facebook as an example, we
showed that user activities on OSNs are neither equally nor
evenly distributed.
IV. D ISCUSSION
Given that activity asymmetries are a feature of online
social networks, it is important to evaluate the consequences
for science and the society. Although our analysis was
concentrated on Facebook, previous research has proven
that hyperactive accounts, either human or automated, have
the potential to equally influence political communication
in other platforms [44], [45]. The specific formation and
distribution of political interactions on OSNs rises various
questions regarding the role and impact of OSNs on a
political level, on an algorithmic level, as well as on the
intersection of both.
In the political dimension, the OSN activity asymmetries
are transformed into an asymmetry of disseminated political
content, as the attitudes and interests of hyperactive users
appear over-proportionally in the discussions taking place.
Until now, research [46], [47] has stated that OSNs suffer
from a population bias: The people using OSNs are not
representative of the actual society. On top of that, a content
bias is now added: The content disseminated on OSNs is
not even representative of the mean users’ attitudes on the
platform. This poses a scientific problem, as it might lead
to false research results. Equally importantly, it poses a
political problem, because political discussions and opinion
exchange is distorted by the effect of hyperactive accounts.
This happens not because the diffused information in the
network is transformed or changed, but because hyperactive
users strongly contribute to the type of information diffused.
Their attitudes fill the communication space, leading to a
bias on the political feedback to politicians, and to a shift on
the issues that shape the political agenda. Although OSNs
provide a more open environment to express opinions than
traditional media, it ends up being partly a gathering of
political echoes [48] that struggle to be imposed on each
other.
In the algorithmic dimension, the extreme skewness of
the activity distributions raises specific issues regarding the
recommendation algorithms used by OSN platforms. The
first problem is related to algorithmic accuracy: skewed
data are, imbalanced data, and their raw use, either as
input features or as output labels, can yield weak classification results. The imbalanced learning problem applies
to both standard statistical algorithms, collaborative filtering
and neural networks [49], [50], [51], with algorithms overestimating the importance of outliers and under-estimating

the importance of the rest. This also happens in the case
of a poor selection of a cost function [52]. Furthermore,
it is proven that statistical models as Markov-chains might
fail to capture the signal immanent in highly skewed data,
while deep learning methods might face the same issue given
power-law distributions of data [53].
The second potential problem is that an algorithm might
fail, not in the sense that it might be unable to learn from
the data, but rather learn the wrong signal. Hyperactive users
can be seen as physical adversaries [54] of the mean user
attitudes. Algorithms trained in the full data will include the
bias, tracking and predicting behavioural associations that
correspond to hyperactive users rather than to the population
majority. It is not coincidental that the detection of adversaries in machine learning can be done by sample distribution
comparison [55], in the same way as we tracked the different
preferences of hyperactive users.
Solutions to the aforementioned issues exist and are usually taken into consideration by data scientists, who develop
recommendation algorithms. Nevertheless, in the case of
political communication, an algorithmic issue automatically
becomes a political one. Recommendation systems come
with a social influence bias [56], [57], i.e. have the power
to change users’ opinion. Hence, OSNs promoting biased
political content might result in the algorithmic manipulation
of political communication.
In addition, social media platforms are not designed to
foster political discourses [58], but rather aim at increasing
active users, in order to sell advertisement and attract funding
from venture capitalists [59]. Hence, the structure and impact
of recommendation algorithms distorts human behaviour
[60], having transformative effects that were not foreseen
a priori [61].
It is evident from the above, that each algorithm mediates and redefines the importance of political interests
[62], raising further questions about the opacity of the
recommendation systems [63]. In a political context, it
becomes important to know as citizens, how, why and with
what impact algorithms change political communication.
This presupposes awareness of the data processed and, the
mathematical method applied, as well as knowledge of what
exactly a machine learning cost function optimizes and to
what extent recommendation systems alter human behaviour.
Proposals for algorithmic transparency have already been
made [64], [65], [66], and wait to be applied in practice.
The above issues need to be extensively analyzed, in
order to evaluate and shape the structure of political communication in the digital era. In this paper we laid the
foundations for this discussion, by defining, demonstrating
and quantifying the effect of hyperactive users on OSNs,
through the example of Facebook. We also illustrated and
defined the risks of algorithmic manipulation by the OSN
recommendation systems. Future research needs to focus
on the aforementioned consequences, evaluate the structure
of OSNs ethically, politically and normatively as political
intermediators, as well as propose and apply solutions to the
newly posed problems.

TABLE IV
T OPIC M ODELING , AD-T EST RESULTS AND PROPORTION OF
HYPERACTIVE USERS

Nr.

Topic

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Immigration
Merkel
AfD
News stories
English
Green policy
Islam
Integration immigrants
Female politicians
Deportion immigrants
EU politics
Economic policy
Greetings
Polls
Union
CSU
National identity
Human rights
Security
Democracy
Citizen rights
Congratulations
Gabriel
Foreign affairs
Homeland security
Interviews
Turkey affairs
Terrorism
Fear
Party system
The people
News media
Erdogan
German parties
Social policy
Reflection
TTIP/CETA
Syria
Labour policy
Party policies
Media
DDR
Male politicians
East Germany
Speeches
Bavaria
State media
Female politicians 2
Bundestag
Interviews 2
Irony
Trump
Welfare policy
Videos
Government
Transportation policy
Green policy 2
Politicians
Public services
Gender Equality
Insults
Boarder security
Media 2
EU politics 2
Merkel 2
AfD 2
Funny
Germans
Labour policy 2

AD-test
gof, (p-value)
3.8, (0.0)
104.2, (1.0)
15.9, (0.0)
17.4, (0.0)
8.8, (0.0)
15.1, (0.0)
4.8, (0.0)
6.7, (0.0)
9.5, (0.0)
9.2, (0.0)
2.5, (0.0)
6.1, (0.0)
17.7, (0.0)
16.3, (0.0)
71.2, (1.0)
69.2, (1.0)
11.5, (0.1)
1.5, (0.1)
2.6, (0.0)
32.3, (0.0)
33.9, (0.0)
26.5, (0.0)
43.2, (1.0)
5.0, (0.0)
17.3, (0.0)
23.9, (0.0)
11.0, (0.0)
7.1, (0.0)
1.6, (0.1)
4.3, (0.0)
3.2, (0.0)
1.3, (0.1)
7.1, (0.0)
25.4, (0.0)
10.9, (0.0)
14.5, (0.0)
15.7, (0.0)
2.4, (0.0)
20.9, (0.0)
0.2, (0.3)
32.1, (0.0)
12.9, (0.0)
2.5, (0.0)
5.0, (0.0)
53.6, (1.0)
67.1, (1.0)
21.4, (0.0)
12.0, (0.0)
10.4, (0.0)
16.9, (0.0)
42.4, (1.0)
16.2, (0.0)
12.3, (0.0)
13.0, (1.0)
26.1, (0.0)
37.0, (0.0)
3.7, (0.0)
12.1, (0.0)
18.4, (0.0)
19.7, (0.0)
30.5, (0.0)
3.4, (0.0)
13.5, (0.0)
2.3, (0.0)
39.9, (0.1)
2.6, (0.0)
23.9, (0.0)
0.5, (0.2)
8.5, (0.0)

Comments

Likes

0.27
0.28
0.25
0.31
0.26
0.31
0.26
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.28
0.23
0.25
0.29
0.24
0.26
0.26
0.27
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.22
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.19
0.26
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.26
0.25
0.26
0.25
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.30
0.25
0.25
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.25
0.26
0.23
0.27
0.23
0.25
0.26
0.25
0.27
0.27
0.25
0.30
0.26
0.25
0.27
0.27

0.30
0.24
0.30
0.29
0.18
0.31
0.28
0.22
0.20
0.41
0.31
0.26
0.26
0.24
0.29
0.24
0.24
0.27
0.15
0.26
0.23
0.26
0.25
0.18
0.19
0.19
0.29
0.27
0.31
0.23
0.19
0.27
0.28
0.17
0.30
0.27
0.33
0.28
0.32
0.14
0.20
0.32
0.28
0.22
0.32
0.31
0.15
0.20
0.20
0.31
0.32
0.38
0.15
0.13
0.22
0.35
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